
A cold, black, wind blows harshly from the east, rustling the dead branches of the withered 

autumn trees. Slosh, slosh. A wanderer walks heavily through the marshes, each step as heavy  

as lead. He stops and looks beyond the bog. There on the banks of the ebon waters of the river 

a light shines in the windows of a small farmhouse. He ponders briefly the prospect of halting 

his journey and seeking shelter at the fire of this loving and simple farmers family. The mad 

cackle of a raven wakes him from his dreams and the man moves on through the marshes 

towards unknown goals, if we will ever see him again no one knows.

On the steps of the farmhouse stands a small girl no more than ten years old. Above her 

tattered and torn clouds speed past the icy white full moon and the wicked wind blows her jet-

black hair and white nightgown. She looks out over the pumpkin patch stretching down all the 

way to the river. Behind her muffled sounds of angry screaming slip through the cracks in the 

windows and door. With determined steps she walks out in to the rows of pumpkins, picks up 

the biggest one and walks with it clutched tightly in her arms back to the stairs and sits down. 

Behind her the sounds of glass breaking and sobbing pleas seep out in to the night. In her lap 

the huge orange pumpkin seems to stare back at her. She picks up a small knife and slices off 

its top, emptying its insides for the animals of night to feast upon. Behind her is an eerie 

silence, disturbed only by the occasional silent sob. With great care she carves two great 

menacing eyes. So that someone will see. Behind her the sobs turn to screams of pain as the 

cracking of belt on flesh rattles the flimsy walls. With all the hatred in her tiny soul she carves 

a grinning, fanged mouth, from the orange flesh. So that someone will speak up and not be 

afraid. Crack! She walks out in to the field again. Crack! With care she lifts the turnip head 

off the old scarecrow. Crack! She places the pumpkin in its place. So that someone will stand 

up. Crack, Crack! The screams have stopped, perhaps, finally, the sweet embrace of 



unconsciousness. She clenches her tiny fists, fighting back the tears. The pumpkin looks down 

at her in silence. She takes out her mothers’ knitting needles and sticks them in the strawmans 

hands as claws. So someone will fight back! Crack! With silver tears streaming down her 

cheeks she reaches in her pocket and, with a trembling hand, picks up a candle stub. She puts 

it in the pumpkin and lights it. So that someone in the whole wide world will feel as I feel on 

the inside! The light flickers as all her hate, sorrow and anger flow into her creation. The 

tiniest fraction of consciousness awakens within pumpkin flesh and straw. It looks down at 

her, fractions of thoughts racing through the fiery void. She looks up at it, wipes her nose and 

eyes. “I will call you the Pumpkin Prince.” Her voice a hoarse whisper. 

Name. The thought flares brightly. Mine. Another thought, a good thought.

“Ellie! Where the hell are you, you useless little shit!” The bellowing roar echoes over the 

fields and the girl, Ellie, turns around and runs back to the house, stopping only briefly to look 

back. The silhouette of a large fat man fills the door, looming in rage. As Ellie walks up the 

stairs a hand the size of a frying pan comes down hard on her cheek, knocking her to the 

ground. She sobs uncontrollably. “Shut up you! You’re just a fucking whore like your whore 

mother!” The hand grabs her hair and pulls her up. Her screams of pain are muffled as the 

door slams shut behind them. Hatred! The thought burns hot. The pumpkin moves ever so 

slightly, just enough to see through the window of the farmhouse. On the wall flickering 

shadows perform a gristly play as the belt comes down again and again. Pain! Anger! The 

thoughts are clear and sharp as blades. He can feel it streaming in to him, giving him life, 

giving him purpose. He tries to scream, nothing. Powerless. He tries to weep, again nothing. 

Inside the beating stops and the fat man walks off to bed. Ellie picks herself up off the floor 

and crawls in to her bed out in the kitchen. Through the warped glass windows she can see the 

light shining through the holes in the pumpkin. Has its head moved? No. That’s stupid. It’s not 



real; it’s just a stupid pumpkin. There is no pumpkin prince that will come and help. She 

weeps silently in to her pillow as she drifts off to sleep. Outside the Pumpkin Prince sways 

helplessly in the cold wind. Useless. The thought feels painful. Out in the cold night he hangs, 

thoughts and feelings burning him with their novelty, confusing him. Crows land on him and 

sit there taunting him as the Pumpkin Prince hangs, powerless limbs flailing in the wind, until 

dawn. 

As the morning sun paints the sky with fire he is startled from his gloom by the bellowing of 

the fat mans voice. Through the door of the hovel Ellie emerges carrying a large wooden 

bucket. As she walks by him, the bucket dragged behind her, he can feel her pain, her anger, 

her helplessness, her Hate, he can see it radiating off her in waves and ripples. He tries to 

reach out to her. It moved! He looks down on his clawed hand as it dangles in the light 

morning breeze. He tries again. It moves, if only an inch it moves. Joy! Pure, clear, wondrous 

joy! Perhaps all is not lost. 

The rope groans and the winch creeks as Ellie, sweat pouring down her face, raises the barrel 

from the depth of the well. In a Herculean feat of strength for a girl as small as her she lifts 

the bucket from the well and it lands heavily in the mud with a thud and a splash. She begins 

pulling the heavy bucket up to the house, splashes of clear, cool, water leaving a silver trail 

behind her. She stops and looks at her helpless prince, dangling in the wind. 

He moves ever so slightly, wanting her desperately to know, to see that he sees, to feel that 

she isn’t alone. But for all she knows it is but the wind moving the straw man. 

Ellie wanders up to him. Look at me! I will be what you want me to be! If only he could 

mouth the words.

She sits down in front of him. “Perhaps you can’t save me.”  A blanket of sorrow descends on 

her young face. She looks in to his hollow carved out eyes. “But at least I’ll have someone 



who listens.” A forced smile. She reaches up and opens the top of his head. The cold sends 

shivers down his wooden spine. And then she lights the candle. Love! The sensation courses 

through him, a raging river of life. And she begins to speak. Long she sits there speaking, of 

life, of family of all that she dreads and all that she hopes for. And he listens as the creator 

speaks. And when she gets up to leave he tries to speak to her. “sssssss” a barely audible hiss 

is all that escapes from the fanged grin. Startled she looks up the scarecrow she has made.

Did it just make a noise? No, that’s impossible, it must have been the wind.

As she walks off the pumpkin prince looks at her with sorrow, angry at his inability and his 

short comings. 

That night, as he dangles helplessly in the wind, he hears the usual sounds of screaming and 

beating. And then, just before the lights go out in the little house he sees Ellies face in the 

window, looking at him. She smiles and waves to her imaginary friend dangling in the 

pumpkin patch. Clumsily he waves back, a mere dangle of a straw limb. But on the inside he 

is jumping and shouting and waving like a bird in flight.

And so it goes on, day after day and week after week. The little girl sits at the foot of the 

pumpkin prince and speaks, of every thing and nothing. And he listens, savoring every word, 

remembering it all as were it gospel. And she doesn’t feel so alone any more. The world 

seems less grim. Her screams as the fat man beats her at night become fewer. The weight of 

the water bucket takes less of a toll each day. 

And then one evening she forgets herself. She stays out in the dark talking and talking to her 

only friend. 

The door to the house opens with an ominous creek. The stairs strain under the weight of the 

man walking down them. A shadow, cast long by the evening sun, covers Ellie and the 

Pumpkin Prince. “So this is where you are you stupid child” his booming voice is drenched in 



alcohol. Ellie rises slowly and looks up at the fat man who calls himself her father with 

defiance in her eyes. He spits. A glob of tobacco-yellow bile hitting the ground with a splash. 

“You got somethin’ you wanna say little girl?” He leans in close, his putrid breath suffocating. 

Ellie backs up and wraps her arms around the Pumpkin Prince, a feeble attempt at salvation. 

The fat man! Hatred! The candle in his head flares up. 

The fat man laughs, a bullies laugh, emotionless and cold. 

“You think that stupid thing is gonna help you? What are you, retarded?!”

He grabs the Pumpkin Prince and pulls him from the ground. Ellie screams, years of anger 

welling up she charges at him her tiny fists flailing. “Put him down! Don’t you dare…”

The back of his huge hand sends her to the ground, her head spinning. He laughs and starts to 

walk off, the Pumpkin Prince dangling behind him. 

Time to stand up! He can’t treat us like this any more! Ellie has never dared think it before, 

but now she does and the though shines bright in her head, a beacon of freedom suddenly lit. 

She fumbles around on the ground until her hand closes around a sturdy stick. Slowly the gets 

up, weighs the stick in her hand and charges at the fat man again. Wack! She hits him across 

the back, then again. He groans in pain. Finally! Atlast he feels what a lashing is like! 

With an angry scream he turns around and faces her, drunken anger glowing in his every 

feature. Ellie, a small shining light of opposition, stands beneath the hunkering cloud of 

oppression. With a wordless grunt he rips the stick from her hands and starts to savagely beat 

her with it. She tries, feebly, to ward off the strikes but to no avail. The big brute doesn’t utter 

a word, he just hits again and again, the frail little body beneath him bruised and battered to 

unconsciousness. Enough! No More! The Pumpkin Prince can no longer watch it, the pain is 

overwhelming. And so the nascent life within him unleashes in furious oppression. With all 



the power within him he forces a clawed hand to strike out, trailing arcs of blood behind it as 

it connects with the fat mans arm. The brute roars in anger. “Fucking clawed scarecrow!”

He lifts the strawman above his head and hurls him like a spear through the air. With a splash 

the Pumpkin Prince lands in the river. 

Frigid water soaks his wood and straw limbs. Slowly the cold dark current drags him down. 

The last thing he sees is the fat man lifting Ellie by the hair and dragging her back to the 

house, then cold water rushes in and with a hiss the candle goes out. Life ends. Straw, wood 

and pumpkin drift down the river, past farm houses and fields. It enters the city down in the 

valley, flowing through the canals, dropping down in to the sewers and finally comes to rest 

underneath the streets. And there it lay in the empty dark, sewer rats it’s only companions. 

Don’t cry, ignore the pain. Don’t cry ignore the pain! The lone thought drifts down, the first 

cautious drop of rain tentatively dropping to the ground before the heavens open up. It’s 

totally unfair! Everyone else eating desert and not me! Another drop falls. I hate… Please 

don’t… why me… The thoughts no longer drift they rage, gentle rain turning to raging storm. 

I didn’t break When I grow up One day I’ll it the pot was already All I wanted was I’ll show 

them It’ll be me holding a place to warm broken why doesn’t she ever the belt my self believe 

me. Tiny voices crying out, the thoughts no longer discernable from one another, a cacophony  

of sound, the rain mixed with hail, thundering down on the rooftops. The turbulent 

thunderstorm of thoughts cutting through the darkness, a white hot lighting of pure 

desperation. Below the streets, in a dark corner, a candle flickers to life amidst the broken 

remains of orange flesh. Straw limbs crack, with twitching movements like a Harryhausen 

creation the Pumpkin Prince rises. A hiss escapes the spike toothed burning maw that is his 

mouth. He stumbles forward on unused legs, now and then reaching out a clawed hand to 



steady himself. So much pain, so much anger! Raging fire fills his vision from horizon to 

horizon. Strength! So much raw strength. Must go…

He stumbles off down the stagnant winding paths beneath the city streets, bobbing candle 

light disappearing in to the shadows, a hissing noise accompanying it as it fades in the 

distance. 

A cold harsh wind blows across the river and high above ragged clouds play tag across a 

starless sky. Light streams from the windows of the small house and on the porch the screen 

door slams in the wind, its lonely sound carried through the fields. A faint light moves beneath 

the rivers dark surface, heading straight for the house. The Pumpkin Prince rises from the cold 

dark, water dripping off his metal claws, the fire in his eyes blazing with all the fury of hell, a 

vision of pure terror. “Home.” His voice is laced with sparks, crackling like a bonfire. He 

moves with determined steps through the rows of pumpkins leaving behind him a trail of wet 

straw. He walks on to the porch and stands there for a while, staring at the door in silence. He 

reaches out and touches the door, claws digging in leaving deep grooves in the wood. He 

roars, it is the sound of flashover, flames course from him engulfing the door, the heat is so 

intense that the wood doesn’t merely burst in to flame, it explodes in a shower of scorched 

wood and burning embers. 

With a thud a chair hits the floor closely followed by a whiskey bottle breaking against the 

floorboards. The fat man stands behind the kitchen table looking at the apparition standing in 

what was once the doorway of his home. “You!” all the bully has left his voice replaced with 

nothing but primal fear. The pumpkin prince walks slowly towards him, crouched, claws 

scraping the floor. “Where is she?” sparks lace every word, this is how fire would sound if it 

had a voice. The fat man looks around the ramshackle room desperately looking for some 

kind of weapon to defend himself with. In a corner his wife sits crouched against the wall, her 



face bruised and swollen, tears of fear and shame rolling down her cheeks.  Firelight glistens 

in a knife lying on the kitchen counter, the fat man looks at it desperate hope and primal fear 

in his eyes. The Pumpkin prince stops, observing his nemesis like a cat looking at a mouse. 

With a triumphant grunt the fat man lunges for the knife, his fingers wrap around its handle 

and he swings around, his lips curled in a manic smile. The Pumpkin prince roars as he 

charges, a feeble stab is easily deflected and as the fat man raises his hand to attempt another 

stab the strawman hits with lightning speed. The sickly sound of metal tearing through flesh. 

A scream of pain. Mother closes her eyes tight and covers her ears, rocking back and forth on 

the floor. Tears run down the fat mans cheeks, his arm is nailed to the wall, the pumpkin 

princes claws lodged in his flesh and the wood behind. With a pathetic little clang the knife 

falls from his hand. The Pumpkin prince leans in close to the fat mans face, the heat from his 

flames curling the mans eyebrows with a sizzle. 

“Where Is She?” each word falling heavily in place with all the weight of the grave. No 

answer, just sobbing. The claws are pulled out and the fat man sinks to his knees. The 

Pumpkin prince reaches down and rips the belt from the fat mans waist, swinging it slowly 

back and forth. “Hurt.” Voice small and calm like candlelight. Crack. The belt slaps across the 

fat mans back, he grunts in pain. Crack. Again. Crack. The belt begins to smoke. Crack. The 

belt bursts in to flame, a flaming whip dancing across the fat mans back the smell of burnt 

flesh becoming more and more pervasive with each strike. The beating goes on for what 

seems like an eternity until the man has been reduced to nothing but a huge piece of scorched 

meat. The pumpkin prince lifts him up by the neck of his shirt, the fat mans barely coinscious 

head hanging, beads of sweat dropping to the floor. The tip of a long sharp claw slowly traces 

circles around the fat mans temple before it is slowly pushed through the skin, blood spraying 

from the wound, then with a crunch through bone and in through the brain. The fat man 



screams like an animal being slaughtered, pure primal anguish, accompanied by the pumpkin 

princes laughter. The metal sings at it is pulled out from the skull, the body drops to the floor 

with a wet thud. The dead flesh shakes in aftershocks from the impact. 

Slowly the grinning jack ‘o lantern turns, fire blazing in the cut out eyes. Mother recoils, 

hands furiously scraping the floor as she scrambles backwards until her back is pressed 

against the wall. The roaring hellfire weaves from side to side, hissing as it moves closer. The 

Pumpkin prince lurches above her, a flaming apparition straight out of nightmares. He leans 

in close. “Where is she?” voice like a blowtorch. She begins to sob again, tears splash on the 

floorboards, between short breaths she tries unsuccessfully to speak until the dams break and 

with a heart wrenching wail the flood is released. Lying in a shaking pile of fear and blackest 

sorrow she raises a shaking finger, pointing to the fields outside the window.  His eyeslits tilt 

down, the grin all but erased, fear and worry descending on him. The Pumpkin prince looks 

out the window at the rows of pumpkins shining orange in the moonlight and the single 

solitary oak tree waving hauntingly in the wind. With a fiery gasp he storms out the door, 

leaving behind him the sobbing and broken husk that is, or was, Ellies mother. 

There among the creeping vines and orange fruit a small cross sticks out of the ground in 

solemn sorrow, shaded from the sky by the great oak tree. He stops. He walks slowly up to the 

cross, the fire in his jack-o-lantern head fading as he draws near. He drops to his knees, a 

shaking talon gently caressing the tiny wooden cross. Behind him mother stumbles out the 

door, drunken with pain and sorrow, she stands on the porch, wind in her ragged dress and 

tears falling down her cheeks. With a crackle he begins to weep, a bubbling waxen sound 

growing in volume and urgency as he begins to furiously claw at the ground, chunks of dirt 

flying as he digs deeper and deeper. Orange, red and brown leaves tumble through the air 

dancing with the dust on the winds as he digs ever deeper. With a pained yelp he stops, tears 



of liquid flame scorching the ground beneath him, he reaches in to the hole and gently, ever so 

gently, picks up the limp and lifeless body of Ellie. A trembling metal talon slowly moves a 

strand of raven black hair from her face as his tears burn small holes in her dirt covered white 

dress. Her eyes, once full of life; the center of his world, stare up at him empty and hollow, no 

life moves behind them but the maggots eating their way through dead flesh and tissue. He 

holds her up in front of him and gently caresses her cheek, the fires in his head suddenly flare 

up, a last desperate idea. He lays her down on the ground and with great care inserts a sharp 

claw just below her hairline, with a screech it breaks through her skull and he begins to slowly 

cut off the top of the little girls head. Above a murder of crows sit on the branches looking on 

in fevered anticipation of the meal they are about to receive. With a final spine chilling crack 

the top of her head falls off, opened up like a pumpkin at Halloween, and a vile mass of rotten 

brain and writhing white maggots spills out on the ground, the crows crow, hopping excitedly 

back and forth on their branches. The pumpkin prince reaches inside her head and severs the 

brain from the spinal cord, scooping out the last remains for the birds to feast on. Infused with 

the vigor of new hope he gets up and rushes inside the ramshackle house, sounds of drawers 

breaking and cutlery hitting the floor escape in to the night as he searches through the house 

for whatever it is he feels he needs. A triumphant yell shakes the walls and he shambles out 

cradling something in his hands. As he rushes over to Ellies body  a few of the crows take off 

with angry cries directed his way as their braver brethren stay on the ground fighting over the 

succulent pieces of brain on the ground. The pumpkin prince lifts her head off the ground with 

one hand and with the other brings the candle he took from the house up to his fanged mouth 

and blows, a thin stream of blue flame curling from his lips lighting the wick, he then places 

the lit candle inside her tiny skull hope radiating off his every feature. He carefully places the 

top of her head back and the light shining from behind her eyes cast shadows of the maggots 



feasting on them like a ghastly shadow play. With his crackling voice he whispers gently 

“Ellie.” There is no response. He leans down and looks deep in her eyes “Life Ellie, life.” Still 

no response, his hope begins to evaporate and he shakes her gently making the top of her head 

fall off again the light of the candle rushing out of the hole like a lantern. He reaches down 

and once more puts her scalp back as he concentrates as hard as he possibly can, just as she 

once did for him, but nothing happens. Tears of flame roll slowly down his cheeks, the hollow 

slits of his eyes tilted downwards as he forces a smile on his face “Please.” All that looks 

back at him is a black maggot inside her eye and he wails, a gutwrenching pathetically 

hopeless sound, and he holds her tight as his shoulders shake in concert with his tears. Ellies 

mother, forgotten and removed gets up on shaking legs and with one last look at the 

desecrated body of her daughter in the arms of a pumpkin headed beast her mind, frail 

already, finally cracks and she begins to laugh a sobbing laugh devoid of emotion and walks 

away across the fields barefoot and alone her laugher following her as she stumbles off to an 

unknown fate. 

The pumpkin prince carefully lays Ellie back on the soft dirt and gets up off his knees, he 

looks out over the fields of pumpkins eaching down to the black waters of the river, the fields 

and forests beyond and at the very edge of the world the twinkling lights of the city by the 

river. A crow overwhelmed by a longing for fresh eyeball pushes its luck too far and is 

incinerated by a clear blue spear of flame as it lands on Ellies face. As he stands there staring 

at the lights in the distance the voices come back to him, the echoing cries of a myriad 

children mistreated, wronged and ostracized, it begins as a trickle, a word here and a word 

there but it is soon a raging torrent of screams and pleas, overwhelmed he grabs his head 

almost afraid it will split apart from the storm within. He stumbles out in to the rows of 

pumpkins, head clutched in his taloned hands, eye slits tightly closed and hissing like a 



pressure cooker, the overwhelming weight of all this rage, sorrow and pain forcing him to his 

knees. As he opens his eyes the fire within burns so hot his eyes and fanged maw shine like 

searchlights, he lets out a bloodcurdling howl so filled with venom and hate the very ground 

around him looses it’s heat and the clouds above him retreat in fear. He sits, quiet but for the 

whisper of his flames, not moving, not even an inch, as the clouds race across the sky above 

him and minutes turn to hours and hours turn to days. The black waters of the river float 

slowly by, the lights in the house have all gone out and the only sound is the wind blowing 

and the crows cackling as they feast upon the fat mans corpse inside. And out there, all alone 

amongst rows of orange pumpkins sits the scarecrow man with the jack o’ lantern head 

clutching the tiny body of the girl that gave him life and love, the one who was god and the 

world to him, the flames within him have subsided and all that is left is a hollow void that 

can’t be filled. Days turn to weeks and weeks to months, rainstorms thunder down on the 

fields, storms batter the walls of the house and snow settles gently on the ground and still he 

sits there, unmoving, the flames in his head burning like a lantern through both days and 

nights. And then one moonless night he rises, as slowly and deliberately as continental drift, 

and looks around at the rows of orange pumpkins around him, his eyes narrow, an idea forms 

in his head as his gaze drifts across the waters of the river and locks on to the twinkling lights 

of the city down in the valley. He bends down and rips a pumpkin from its vine, walks over to 

the porch and sits down on the steps. A smile creeps across his face as a talon cuts through the 

pumpkins flesh and then arcs back, an eye! A few more deft moves and look: a mouth! With 

ease he cuts the top and scoops out seeds and flesh, he giggles, a spark tinged sound, as he 

puts the jack o’ lantern on the ground and walks out in to the fields to fetch another. And so he 

sits carving eyes and fangs in orange flesh, gleefully giggling as he does it. And when the 

long night finally turns to day and the sun begins to rise above the horizon he puts down the 



last pumpkin and smiles in satisfaction as two hundred pairs of hollow, lifeless, eyes stare 

back at him from row upon row of jack o’ lantern heads spread out from the porch and all the 

way down to the river. He performs an impromptu little jig out on the porch before 

disappearing in to the house. The slammer of kitchenware, the dragging of furniture, huffing 

and puffing, moaning and groaning is heard from within and then he emerges carrying with 

him a pile of old clothes. He drops the clothes on the ground and then disappears back in to 

the house this time reemerging with every knife, fork, spoon, knitting needle, knife, axe and 

sickle he could find. The objects drop to the ground with a metallic clang. And thus begins the 

next phase of his plan. He works through the day making wooden frames, tying to them straw 

and reeds plucked at the waters edge and then covering them in old clothes and sticking 

cutlery and farm implements in their hands as claws, and then as the finishing touch a jack o’ 

lantern placed upon the strawmans shoulders. Day turns to night and then back again, the 

Pumpkin Prince hardly seems to notice as he toils on relentlessly, a creature possessed by a 

singular goal. The crows look on in ill conceiled anticipation, every ancient gene in them 

screaming at sight of a provider of free meals. And then he is done. Before him stands row 

upon row of jack o’ lantern scarecrows, an army of creatures just like him lined up in perfect 

lines and staring ahead with empty holes for eyes. Ha walks through the ranks of his lifeless 

creations like a general inspecting his troops, nodding in approval and occasionally 

straightening a dangling head or fastening a dropped claw, held tightly in his arms Ellies 

lifeless body dangles. He walks up the steps and turns around watching his army, their arms 

swinging gently in the wind, he smiles with pleasure and looks down at the dead child in his 

arms and in a dramatic gesture points to his strawman army “Ours!” his voice is filled with 

pride and with a breathless roar the fire within him flares up, flames cascade off him, soon he 

and Ellie are but shadows inside an ever expanding ball of liquid flame. With a bang the 



windows of the house behind him explode, not able to handle the intense heat any longer, the 

roof above the porch collapses, its pillars reduced to charcoal, the house is now a raging 

inferno of flickering flames. Slowly the flames begin to trickle out, winding through the rows 

of jack o’ lanterns like snakes and one after one flames begin to flicker behind hollow 

pumpkin eyes. With one massive rush of air, an eerily empty sound as if the whole world 

breathes its final breath, the flames flash to life and with a creak the army before him moves 

and stands to attention. Inside the raging inferno that was once a house he laughs and spins 

Ellie around above his head in unbridled joy, with a bang the house explodes, burning 

shrapnel tumbling through the air, he walks out of the flames and says, his voice like a river 

of lava: “Move my childen.” And as one his army about turns and walks  down towards the 

river and the city beyond with him at their lead. Seconds later hundreds of crows take to the 

air and follow them, their black wings blocking out the moon. 

That night began like any other down in the sleepy town down in the valley. Families sat 

down to have dinner, the guards walked their beats, the beggars went to find a place to sleep 

out of the wind and rain, and then they came and all that was shattered in an instant. Hundreds 

of scarecrow men with burning jack o’ lantern heads poured in to the city streets, at their back 

a murder of crows so large as to block out the sky, and the slaughter began. Some tried to run 

but were cut down in the street, some tried to hide in their homes but their doors were broken 

down and they were killed as they huddled together in fear, some tried to fight but they were 

ill prepared and out numbered and so died with their weapons in hand. The goulish army went 

from house to house and street to street, the ground at their feet running red with the blood of 

their victims, and they didn’t stop until every adult in town lay dead on the ground, a great 

feast for the crows following in their wake. When that night ended all that was heard in the 

town was the sobbing and crying of the children, each of them left unharmed, as they were 



herded through the streets by the very creatures who had robbed them of all they had ever 

known, wading through the blood and flesh of their murdered parents until they reached the 

towns main square where the procession stopped. There at the feet of the burning ruins of the 

town cathedral sat atop a pile of mangled bodies was a jack o’ lantern creature much like the 

ones who had slaughtered their parents and teachers only this one wore a fine suit and on his 

pumpkin head the mayors black top-hat swayed. In his arms he cradled the rotting body of a 

young girl clad in a torn and dirty white dress, the top of her head open, maggots crawling 

under her skin. The Pumpkin Prince turned to them, smiled and said: “Children you are free.”

 


